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What is it 360° Video

Immersive videos, also known as 360 videos, 360 degree videos or spherical videos, are video recordings of a real-world panorama, where the view in every direction is recorded at the same time, shot using an omnidirectional camera or a collection of cameras.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Immersive_video
360 Examples
360 is essentially VR then right....
360° Video Capture

Camera Rigs

- **Action Cameras**
  - GoPro
  - Xiaomi Yi (Brahma-6)
  - SJ4000 (One VR)
- **360° Cameras**
  - Bubble Cam
  - RICOH Theta S
- **Apps**
  - Splash
360° Video Editing

Video Editors

- Adobe After Effects - Mettle

- The Bubble Cam

- Kolor
Viewing 360° Content

Facebook

YouTube

- Daydream

Stand Alone

- Web VR 360 Player
360 Video in Training

Medical
Interactive exploration
Education courses
Choose your own adventure
Rockwell pilot
Exercise training
Cooking
Tours
Sports
What Could you Use 360 Video For in your Training?
Challenges

Interaction

Platform

Physical
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Future 360 = Live

Debates

Sports

YouTube Live Stream

Classrooms

YouTube Daydream App